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Abstract
The oxygen transfer at a hydraulic structure happens by self-aeration through the spillway and by flow aeration in the
hydraulic jump downstream of the hydraulic structure. Spillways with their water-air controlling mechanisms are important
not only for their structural properties but also for their effects on stream ecology. Spillway types also affect the efficiency
of aeration. Decisions on the types of spillway should be made by taking the environmental conditions and flow rates into
consideration.
This paper compares the aeration efficiency of stepped and smooth spillways. Empirical correlations predicting length
of the non-aerated flow region and aeration efficiency are developed. Smooth and stepped spillways cause increased dissolved oxygen (DO) concentrations at the downstream part of the channel. DO concentration changes are shown to depend
on the flow types, discharge rates, tail-water depth and travelling times.
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Introduction

Air entrainment on stepped spillways

Air entrainment on spillways and chutes has recently been
recognised for its contribution to the air-water transfer of atmospheric gases such as oxygen and nitrogen. This process must be
taken into account for the re-oxygenation of polluted streams and
rivers, but also to explain the high fish mortality downstream of
large hydraulic structures. In rivers, artificial stepped cascades
and weirs are introduced to enhance the dissolved oxygen (DO)
content of polluted or eutrophic streams (Frizell, 1992; Toombes
and Chanson, 2000). With large dams, the downstream nitrogen
content is another important parameter since nitrogen super-saturation may increase the mortality of some fish species (Orlins
and Gulliver, 1997). On stepped spillways, both the aeration of
the flow and the strong turbulent mixing enhance the air-water
transfer of chemicals (Brattberg and Chanson, 1998; Baylar et
al., 2007). The strong turbulent mixing increases the coefficient
of transfer in comparison with a quiescent fluid, and the large
amount of entrained air bubbles increase the air-water interface
area due to the cumulative bubble surface areas (Chen at al.,
2000; Pfister et al., 2006). A DO deficit upstream of a structure
of greater than 2.5 mg/ℓ is normally required for accuracy in
oxygen transfer efficiency measurement. The primary source of
measurement uncertainty is found to be in the oxygen saturation
concentration. In the summer time, when the average saturation
concentration is about 7 mg/ℓ in most areas, this specification
results in an upstream DO of less than 4.5 mg/ℓ (Baylar et al.,
2006; Carosi and Chanson, 2008).
The objective of this study was to investigate the effects of
aeration caused by smooth and stepped spillways, in a laboratory model channel, and in relation to flow type, discharge rate,
tail-water depth and channel slope.

The flow conditions on a stepped channel are characterised
by a high level of turbulence. Air entrainment is caused by
turbulence velocities acting next to the air-water free surface. Through this interface, air is continuously trapped and
released. Air entrainment occurs when the turbulent kinetic
energy is large enough to overcome both surface tension and
gravity effects. The turbulent velocity normal to the free
surface V’ must overcome the surface tension pressure, and is
greater than the bubble rise velocity component for the bubbles
to be carried away. These conditions are:
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where:
σ is the surface tension
ρw is the water density
dab is the air bubble diameter
Ur is the bubble rise velocity
α is the channel slope
Air entrainment occurs when the turbulent velocity V’ 		
satisfies both Eqs. (1) and (2) (Chanson, 1994).

Aeration on steps
With a stepped cascade, low overflows result in a succession
of free-falling nappes. The flowing waters bounce from one
step to the next one as a series of small free falls. This flow
situation is defined as a nappe flow regime. Stepped channels with nappe flows may be analysed as a succession of
drop structures. For large discharges, the waters flow down
a stepped channel as a coherent stream, skimming over the
steps. In the skimming flow regime, the external edges of
the steps form a pseudo-bottom over which the water skims.
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